What am I going to talk about today?
Who am I?

We made an unusual discovery. A decayed shipwreck lay in front of us. It remained a mystery to me how it could have ended up in this place. It seemed to be stranded here for a long time. I tried to discover the name: Madinia.
Why did I want to make a language learning game?

Over 8000 games released on Steam in 2017
You learnt the word for tree: arbre
The game

6 “official” languages

24 languages with crowdsourced translations
Crowdsourcing translations
The translation format

I will try to help you get home.

Ich werde versuchen, dir dabei zu helfen nach Hause zu kommen. / I will try, you thereby to help to home to come.

Evening is my favourite time of the day.

Abends ist meine lieblings Tageszeit. /Evening is my favourite time+of+day.
But it is very hard to judge oneself.

Aber (but) es (it) ist (is) sehr (very) schwer (hard), sich selbst (oneself) einzuschätzen (to assess).
Kickstarter

Lingotopia - A language learning game

Lingotopia is a language learning game about being lost in a city where you don’t speak the language.

Created by
Tristan Dahl

481 backers pledged €12,079 to help bring this project to life.

About

Support

Pledge €1 or more
Curious Kitten
Get backer update e-mails
Name in credits
ESTIMATED DELIVERY
Feb 2018
Kickstarter

What went well

• Demo
• Early Bird rewards

What did not go well

• Stretch goal
• Content style rewards

Pledge €15 or more

Early Bird
Get a digital DRM-FREE COPY OF THE GAME or a STEAM KEY for Windows/Mac/Linux on release.

ESTIMATED DELIVERY
Aug 2018

Reward no longer available

100 backers

Backer report

NO SURVEYS SENT

Pledge €50 or more

Animal Lover
If 50 people back this reward a zoo will be added to the city. Click on animals to learn the word for them.

Includes the Citizen reward so you’ll get access to the game within a month of the Kickstarter ending and an invite to the "Early Access" Discord group

ESTIMATED DELIVERY
Feb 2018

Limited
24 backers

Backer report

NO SURVEYS SENT
The end

Let me know how to do better

hello@lingoludo.com

https://twitter.com/Lingo_Ludo